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Abstract

Background: Multimorbidity is a concern for people living with cancer, as over 90% have at least one other condition.
Multimorbidity complicates care coming from multiple providers who work within separate, siloed systems. Information
describing high-risk and high-cost disease combinations has potential to improve the experience, outcome, and overall cost of
care by informing comprehensive care management frameworks. This study aimed to identify disease combinations among
people with cancer and other conditions, and to assess the health burden associated with those combinations to help healthcare
providers more effectively prioritize and coordinate care.

Methods: We used a population-based retrospective cohort design including adults with a cancer diagnosis between March-
2003 and April-2013, followed-up until March 2018.We used observed disease combinations defined by level of multimorbidity
and partitive (k-means) clusters, ie groupings of similar diseases based on the prevalence of each condition. We assessed disease
combination-associated health burden through health service utilization, including emergency department visits, primary care
visits and hospital admissions during the follow-up period.

Results: 549,248 adults were included in the study. Anxiety, diabetes mellitus, hypertension, and osteoarthritis co-occurred
with cancer 1.1 to 5.3 times more often than expected by chance. Disease combinations varied by cancer type and age but were
similar between sexes. The largest partitive cluster included cancer and anxiety, with at least 25% of individuals also having
osteoarthritis. Cancer also tended to co-occur with hypertension (8.0%) or osteoarthritis (6.2%). There were differences
between clusters in healthcare utilization, regardless of the number of disease combinations or clustering approach used.

Conclusion: Researchers, clinicians, policymakers, and other stakeholders can use the clustering information presented here
to improve the healthcare system for people with cancer multimorbidity by developing cluster-specific care management and
clinical guidelines for common disease combinations.
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Introduction

Multimorbidity is the co-existence of two or more conditions,
and rates of multimorbidity are high and increasing. In On-
tario, Canada, for example, one in four people had multi-
morbidity in 2009, and since then, the prevalence of
multimorbidity has increased in all population groups, in-
cluding children and youth, as well as older men and
women.1,2 Complexity within individuals is also increasing,
with multimorbid patients increasingly presenting with three,
four, or even five or more conditions.2 Multimorbidity is
particularly a concern for people with cancer, since more than
90% people with cancer have at least one other condition, and
37% have four or more conditions beside cancer.3

Multimorbidity adds to the complexity of patient care4 that
creates challenges for individuals and the healthcare system,
especially among cancer patients for whom prescriptions and
recommendations come from multiple healthcare providers
who are systemically disconnected from one another. In
Ontario’s healthcare system, primary care and cancer specialty
clinics are physically and administratively separate, and they
lack resources to effectively coordinate or integrate cancer and
primary care.5 Indeed, most clinical treatment guidelines and
management protocols are designed to address a single dis-
ease, making them a poor fit with cancer patients’multiple, co-
occurring conditions and wider range of needs.6-8 This single
disease focus can negatively impact patients’ compliance with
treatment (eg, if protocols are redundant, incompatible, or
overly burdensome), and also responses to treatment.7,9 Re-
search shows that patients with cancer and comorbidities,
including mental illness, have higher use of services3,10,11 but
also reduced survival.9,12,13

One way to improve the care provided to patients with
cancer and multimorbid chronic conditions is for healthcare
providers to attend to the impacts of specific co-occurring
conditions. Specific combinations of multimorbid conditions
differentially affect survival,12,14-16 suggesting that informa-
tion about specific disease combinations may be useful for
organizing and prioritizing aspects of care. Strategies to help
healthcare providers prioritize multimorbidity among cancer
patients is particularly important because cause of death
among cancer patients is more likely to be other, non-cancer
conditions than cancer itself.9,17 In order to do this effectively,
healthcare providers and health systems may benefit from
information describing common clusters of diseases1,18-20 that
they can use to identify common risk factors and patient
preferences for groups of individuals with the same multiple
conditions, and then take steps to optimize and streamline
multimorbidity-focused, patient-centred care.20,21 Such in-
formation could also be used to design comprehensive

frameworks for care management of commonly occurring
combinations of multiple chronic conditions.22,23 Healthcare
providers who organize care according to individual patients’
specific combination of co-occurring conditions are also
orienting towards providing patient-centered care, because the
needs and desires of the patient — not healthcare system
siloes24 — guide the provision of services.

Thus, in order to inform improvements to care and care
management for increasing populations of complex cancer
patients, the aims of this study are to: 1-Identify the most
common disease combinations as observed in individuals and
grouping of diseases statistically most similar (statistical
clustering), among people with cancer and one or more other
condition (ie, complex cancer), overall and for specific cancer
types; and 2-Assess the related health burden (ie, morbidity as
indicated by health service utilization25) of identified disease
clusters within cancer patients. The findings from this study
have potential to inform recommendations (eg risk prediction
or stratification, medication conciliation, provider and patient
awareness), for more effectively treating complex cancer
patients in a person-centred way.

Materials and Methods

This population-based retrospective cohort study consisted of
eligible OHIP (Ontario Health Insurance Plan, Ontario,
Canada) patients over the age of 18 years, with a clinical
diagnosis of cancer between March 2003 and April 2013. All
eligible OHIP adults in the province were included in the study
if they were diagnosed with cancer and at least one of 17
selected chronic conditions occurring before or up to 15 years
after the original cancer diagnosis (ie follow-up until March
2018). Information on health services utilization was also
obtained during the follow-up from administrative data. Those
with missing age were not included.

Data were obtained through provincial health administra-
tive databases and linked as described in our previous
studies.2,3 The use of these provincial databases allows for the
collection of medical information for the entire eligible pro-
vincial population.

In addition to cancer, 17 chronic conditions were identified
(Supplementary Appendix 1) using hospital discharge (DAD),
physician billings (OHIP) and prescription dispensing (ODB)
data and included: acute myocardial infarction (AMI), asthma,
cardiac arrhythmia, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD), congestive heart failure (CHF), chronic coronary
syndrome, dementia, diabetes, hypertension, non-psychotic
mood disorders, anxiety, other mental illnesses (including
schizophrenia, delusions and other psychoses; personality
disorders; and substance abuse), osteoarthritis, osteoporosis,
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renal failure, rheumatoid arthritis, stroke (excluding transient
ischemic attack).2

The study was approved by Lakehead University’s
(Thunder Bay, Ontario, Canada) Research Ethics Board
(#1466523). The study was first approved May 31, 2018; then
renewed every year with current validity until March 2023.
The need for consent to participate was waived by the REB for
the use of secondary health administrative data, authorized by
the Institute for Clinical and Evaluative Sciences (IC/ES)
Privacy and Legal Office for external researchers, under
section 45 of Ontario’s Personal Health Information Protec-
tion Act. IC/ES is a prescribed entity under section 45, au-
thorized to collect personal health information, without
consent, for the purpose of analysis or compiling statistical
information with respect to the management of, evaluation or
monitoring of the allocation of resources to or planning for all
or part of the health system. All individual-level data were
anonymized and only available to authorized researchers
through a secure platform. We are reporting aggregated data
that precludes identification of any individual person. The
study is reported according to STROBE guidelines.26

Measures of Complexity

As in our earlier papers, we described multimorbidity by level
(ie, counts of 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 (+) conditions besides cancer) as
an indicator of patients’ complexity. We further examined
complexity in two ways, using (1) observed disease combi-
nations, within each level of multimorbidity, and (2)
statistically-informed clustering of conditions, using a Parti-
tive K-means approach. This approach maximizes homoge-
neity within clusters and heterogeneity between clusters
thereby creating prototypes for succinctly describing large
data sets.27

Observed combinations were disease combinations with
the highest prevalence. Combinations more prevalent than
expected (ie with a high observed to expected prevalence
ratio) were also assessed. We calculated the expected number
of disease combinations and count of people in each com-
bination, within each level of multimorbidity, based on the
random chance of a given condition to co-occur with cancer
and any of the 16 remaining conditions (Supplementary
Appendix 2). Expected prevalence of each condition was
then estimated accordingly ([study population in each mul-
timorbidity level/expected number of combinations in that
level]*number of possible combinations where the condition
appears). Assuming that within multimorbidity level k, each
condition has the same chance to occur with cancer, regardless
of its real prevalence, the possible number of disease com-
binations would be n = C (k, 17). We assessed that in mul-
timorbidity level 1, the number of combinations would be n =
C (1,17) = 17 (ie If someone has 1 condition beside cancer,
there would be 17 disease combinations by chance); in
multimorbidity level 2, n = C (2, 17) = 136 combinations by

chance; in multimorbidity level 3, n = C (3, 17) = 680; and in
multimorbidity level 4, n = C (4, 17) = 2380.

Similarly, the number of combinations where a specific
condition would be included by chance is: in multimorbidity
level 1, n = [C (1, 17) – C (1, 16)] = 1 (ie Removing all
combinations where the given condition is excluded); in
multimorbidity level 2, n = [C (2, 17) – C (2, 16)] = 16;
in multimorbidity level 3, n = [C (3, 17) – C (3, 16)] = 120; in
multimorbidity level 4, n = [C (4, 17) – C (4, 16)] = 560.

Statistically-informed clusters were assessed using a Par-
titive (k-means) clustering algorithm accounting for the ob-
served prevalence of each condition. Appropriate numbers of
clusters were informed by preliminary hierarchical clustering
with annual data (Supplementary Appendix 3).

Patient Outcomes

Health services utilization variables, including emergency
department (ED) visits, primary care (PC) visits, and hospital
admissions (HA) during the follow-up period after cancer
diagnosis (up to 15 years), were used as proxies of patients’
outcomes or health burden; we did not focus on specific di-
agnosis or clinical manifestation for these visits. These var-
iables were calculated per person-year to account for the
different length of follow-up and/or death.

Analyses

Statistical analyses included a description of patients’ clinical
and sociodemographic characteristics, multimorbidity level,
and crude prevalence of each comorbid condition (overall, and
by cancer type). For the complexity analysis, we reported the
top 10 observed combinations by multimorbidity level, along
with the ratio of observed-to-expected count of patients in
each combination, and the number of combinations with high
ratios (ie much more prevalent than expected). Then, we
analyzed partitive clusters by age group or sex, using clus-
tering algorithm based on the prevalence of each condition.
Lastly, we analyzed bivariate associations between disease
combinations or clusters and health services utilization (HSU)
to support potential risk stratification. These statistics are
appropriate for the design and we are sufficiently powered to
enable reliable statistical results.

Our methodology, including study population, measures
and analyses, may be reproduced by other researchers.

Results

Population Characteristics and Co-occurring Conditions

The study population included 549,248 individuals with
cancer and at least one other selected chronic condition,
mostly 65 years or older (58.8%) with 51.1% males; and
25.4% had five or more additional conditions. Breast, Colon,
Lung, and Prostate Cancer were the most common cancer
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types (Table 1). While two thirds had multimorbidity prior to
cancer, 48.8% of the patients also developed one or more new
conditions following their cancer diagnosis. The average
follow-up time from cancer diagnosis was 5.7 years (SD =
4.5); those without any condition before cancer were followed
for 9.0 years ± 4.1, compared to 4.9 years ± 4.3 for those with
2+ conditions prior to cancer diagnosis.

The temporal overlap between cancer and other chronic
diseases is important for understanding the presence and
burden of multimorbidity. In this study, data showed that

the vast majority (91.6%) of the study population had a
chronic condition prior to cancer, while 48.8% developed
another condition after cancer diagnosis. On average,
those with a chronic condition prior to cancer diagnosis
received their last diagnosis 3.6 years before cancer
(�1327 days; IQR: �1955 to �256). Of those who de-
veloped at least one new condition after cancer, the first
diagnosis occurred on average 2.4 years (892 days; IQR:
222 to 1309) following cancer. To illustrate the degree of
overlap in timing between cancer and other chronic

Table 1. Characteristics of the Study Population of Patients with Cancer and Another Condition in Ontario, 2003-2013 (N = 549,248).

Characteristics N %

Cancer type Brain and other nervous system 7,453 1.4
Breast 73,757 13.4
Cervix uteri 4255 0.8
Colon and rectum 66,077 12
Digestive system, except colon 45,119 8.2
Endocrine system 19,144 3.5
Female genital system, except 28,329 5.2
Leukemia 15,721 2.9
Lung and bronchus 70,057 12.8
Lymphoma 25,574 4.7
Myeloma 8206 1.5
Oral cavity and pharynx 12,220 2.2
Prostate 81,856 14.9
Skin excluding basal and squam 20,769 3.8
Urinary system 34,956 6.4
Other 35,755 6.5

Sex Female 269,042 49
Male 280,206 51.1

Age group at 18-44 35,821 6.5
Cancer diagnosis 45-64 190,768 34.8

65+ [65-103] 322,659 58.8
Income quintile 1 [poorest] 105,276 19.2

2 111,879 20.4
3 107,854 19.6
4 110,001 20
5 [richest] 111,950 20.4

Multimorbidity No condition 46,061 8.4
Before cancer 1 136,871 24.9
Diagnosis 2 130,795 23.8

3 97,680 17.8
4 62,893 11.5
5+ conditions 74,948 13.7

Cumulative 1 condition 97,478 17.8
Multimorbidity 2 118,310 21.5
Up to 2018 3 109,166 19.9
(Before and after 4 85,077 15.5
Cancer diagnosis) 5+ conditions 139,217 25.4
Mean follow-up time Overall 5.7 years±4.5
From cancer diagnosis No condition prior 9.0 years±4.1

1 condition prior 6.8 years±4.6
2+ condition prior 4.9 years±4.3
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conditions, data showed that 56% and 68% of non-cancer
chronic condition diagnoses were made within 3 years,
prior to or following cancer diagnosis, and that broad-
ening the window to five years showed that 73% and 86%
of chronic disease diagnoses occurred before and after
cancer diagnosis, respectively.

Each of the 17 included non-cancer conditions oc-
curred in almost every possible disease combination;
however, the number of people having a specific condition
was lower than expected for most conditions, except
anxiety, diabetes mellitus, hypertension, and osteoar-
thritis. These four conditions co-occurred with cancer 1.1
to 5.3 times more often than expected by chance alone for
all levels of multimorbidity (Table 2). Overall, these
conditions were the most prevalent prior to cancer di-
agnosis and regardless of cancer type (Supplementary
Appendix 4). After cancer diagnosis, individuals also
developed congestive heart failure (CHF) and renal
failure, in addition to these 4 conditions, more often than
expected by chance.

Specific pre-existing (prior to cancer) conditions were
more prevalent among patients later diagnosed with certain
cancers, while other conditions were most frequently diag-
nosed following the diagnosis of certain types of cancer. For
example, women with breast cancer were more likely to have
anxiety or osteoporosis prior to their cancer diagnosis, and
more likely to develop osteo-arthritis following breast
cancer. Among people with lung cancer, COPD was the
condition most commonly diagnosed prior to cancer. Patients
with prostate cancer developed any chronic conditions more

frequently than average, likely due to their longer survival
(Supplementary Appendix 4).

Observed Disease Combinations

The 10 most commonly occurring disease combinations ac-
counted for 94.9% of individuals with one condition co-
occurring with cancer and 24.5% of disease presentations
within individuals with four co-occurring conditions with
cancer. Anxiety, diabetes, hypertension, and osteoarthritis also
appeared in almost all top 10 combinations within multi-
morbidity level (Table 3). Also, despite the multiplicity of
observed combinations (eg 1541 among those with four non-
cancer conditions), disease combinations with a high ratio (ie,
occurring much more than expected) were less numerous (up
to 155 among those with cancer and 4 other conditions). For
example, cancer co-occurred with hypertension five times
more frequently than expected, and co-occurred at the same
time with diabetes, hypertension, osteoarthritis and anxiety,
150 times more frequently than expected.

Disease clustering varied by individual characteristics. For
example, among young adults (18-44 years) with cancer,
combinations that occurred more frequently than expected
primarily included asthma, anxiety, mood disorders and/or
other mental illness. In older adults (>65 years), however,
disproportionally prevalent combinations often include de-
mentia and/or hypertension.

Sex-defined groups were similar in terms of the number and
composition of disease combinations observed, as well as
those with higher-than-expected ratios. Most often,

Table 2. Ratio of Observed to Expected Prevalence of Each Co-Occurring Condition Within Level of Cumulative Multimorbidity, i.e Both
Pre or Post Cancer Diagnosis (N = 549,248).

Ratio of observed to expected count of
people with condition

Condition Observed prevalence N % 1 condition 2 3 4 conditions

AMI 27,117 4.9 .01 .04 0.1 0.2
Cardiac arrhythmia 82,727 15.1 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.7
Asthma 84,274 15.3 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8
CHF 94,691 17.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.7
COPD 97,875 17.8 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.9
Coronary syndrome (excluding AMI) 131,101 23.9 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.3
Dementia 44,703 8.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4
Diabetes melitus 173,292 31.6 1.1 1.6 1.7 1.7
Hypertension 382,945 69.7 5.3 4.9 4.2 3.6
Osteo-arthritis 286,769 52.2 3.7 3.6 3.1 2.7
Osteoporosis 43,148 7.9 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.4
Renal disease 79,150 14.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.7
Rheumatoid arthritis 19,217 3.5 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2
Stroke 41,330 7.5 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4
Anxiety 209,149 38.1 3.4 2.6 2.2 1.9
Mood, depression and other nonpsychotic disorders 21,122 3.8 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2
(Other) mental health condition 37,331 6.8 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
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differences between sex groups were observed in the ranking
of the combinations, or sometimes one condition being dif-
ferent. For example, anxiety and osteoporosis co-occurred
with cancer in more combinations among women, while
coronary syndrome (excluding AMI) and diabetes were more
likely to co-occur with cancer among men (Table 4).

Partitive Disease Clustering

Given the large sample size, we performed hierarchical
clustering using annual data to inform the choice of appro-
priate number of clusters for the partitive (k-means) clustering
approach.

Considering the number of clusters deemed appropriate
for multiple years of data, and with the highest “Expected
Overall R-Squared” and “CCC value”, 61 clusters seemed
adequate for the k-means clustering (Supplementary
Appendix 3). Even though 15 clusters appeared acceptable
for almost all the years of analysis, they were not optimal
based on various criteria and lack of specificity in the
clusters’ composition.

As shown in Table 5, the largest cluster was cancer co-
occurring always with anxiety and at least a quarter of
individuals also having osteoarthritis. Cancer also tended
to occur either with hypertension (8.0%) or osteoarthritis
(6.2%). These three conditions were almost always present
within any cluster. Diabetes also frequently co-occurred
with cancer, alone or with other conditions for a few in-
dividuals. Disease clustering varied with age and sex.
Some conditions (e g diabetes, asthma) tended to co-occur
with cancer in younger adults, while others (eg coronary
disease, COPD) were likely to co-occur with cancer in
older adults (Supplementary Appendix 5(A)). Some
conditions, however (eg anxiety, osteoarthritis, hyper-
tension), remained consistent across age groups and sexes.
Overall, there were minimal differences between sex
groups when age was not considered (Supplementary
Appendix 5(B)).

Health Outcomes Associated With Disease Clustering

It is important to consider disease clusters in care management
because of the impact that such clusters may have on health
services utilization and outcomes. As shown in Figures 1 and
2, there were differences in healthcare utilization (HA, ED and
PC visits) between clusters, regardless of the number of
combinations or clustering approach (top five observed
combinations vs 61 partitive clusters). Variations were ob-
served both within and between age groups. For example, the
highest numbers of PC visits or HA per person-year in any age
group were observed for clusters including all of asthma, CHF,
COPD, diabetes, hypertension, osteoarthritis, and anxiety. On
the other hand, the lowest healthcare utilization occurred
among clusters including asthma, osteoarthritis or

hypertension. For the same disease cluster, ED visits were
generally lower among older adults (>65) than younger
people.

Discussion

The purpose of this study was to use a large, retrospective
cohort design to identify the most common disease combi-
nations and statistical clustering, among complex adult cancer
patients (ie people who have cancer and one or more other
conditions), overall and for specific cancer types, and to assess
the related health burden of identified disease clusters within
cancer patients. Our findings have implications for clinical
care of people with multimorbidity.

Consistent with previous research (eg,1,2), data from this
study showed that multimorbidity was highly pervasive, with
more than 90% of the sample having cancer and at least one
other chronic health condition, and with 25% having five or
more co-occurring chronic health conditions. These data re-
inforce the idea that multimorbidity among people with cancer
is the norm and not the exception. Within our study design, we
also demonstrated that chronic health conditions were fre-
quently present prior to cancer diagnosis, making multi-
morbidity care important from the outset of cancer care.
However, almost half of participants were diagnosed with
additional chronic health conditions after cancer diagnosis,
suggesting that cancer patient complexity is dynamic, and that
healthcare providers and future treatment protocols must be
flexible and adjustable as patients’ health and complexity is
likely to increase with survival and age.

As predicted, data also showed that some chronic health
conditions are more likely to co-occur with cancer than others,
and that the most prevalent conditions present prior to cancer
diagnosis were somewhat different than those most likely to
emerge after cancer was diagnosed. Using both observational
and statistical clustering methods, diseases such as anxiety,
diabetes, hypertension and osteoarthritis occurred at rates that
far exceed those expected by chance, providing strong evi-
dence that care protocols that take disease clusters into account
are needed to advance clinical care. Further validating the
existence and clinical importance of cancer multimorbidity
clusters were the identification of clusters that are highly
intuitive and consistent with large bodies of epidemiological
research. For example, we found women were more likely
than men to have diagnosed anxiety and osteoporosis before
cancer, and osteoarthritis following breast cancer. Anxiety28,29

and bone density diseases30 are well known to occur more
often in women than men. Similarly, the risk of developing
COPD was much higher among people who had lung cancer,
both of which share exposure risks (eg smoking, mining).
Also, not surprisingly, rates of dementia and hypertension
were higher among older persons with cancer than youth, as
the risk of both conditions is well known to increase with
age.31,32
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Table 3. Top 10 Observed Disease Combinations Among Patients with Cancer, and Ratio of Observed to Expected Prevalence Based on
Random Combinations.

Level (ie number of conditions beside cancer)
Top 10 disease combinations

within level N (%)
Ratio obs/Exp

count

1 17 observed disease combinations Hyper 30,464 (31.3) 5.3a

17 disease combinations expected (random combinations) Ostarth 21,322 (21.9) 3.7a

3 disease combinations that occur more often than expected
(i.e. ratio >3)

Anxiety 19,583 (20.1) 3.4a

dm 6415 (6.6) 1.1
Asthma 4091 (4.2) 0.7
COPD 3245 (3.3) 0.6
Osteopor 2245 (2.3) 0.4
Renal 2067 (2.1) 0.4
Othermen 1575 (1.6) 0.3
Arryth 1496 (1.5) 0.3

2 134 observed disease combinations hyper, ostarth 22,016 (18.6) 25.3a

136 disease combinations expected (random combinations) dm,hyper 13,406 (11.3) 15.4a

9 disease combinations that occur more often than expected
(i.e. ratio >3)

ostarth, anxiety 13,173 (11.1) 15.1a

hyper, anxiety 10,769 (9.1) 12.4a

coron, hyper 4289 (3.6) 4.9a

dm,ostarth 3515 (3) 4.0a

hyper, renal 2904 (2.5) 3.3a

copd, hyper 2873 (2.4) 3.3a

asthma, anxiety 2625 (2.2) 3.0a

asthma, ostarth 2292 (1.9) 2.6
3 603 observed disease combinations hyper, ostarth,anxiety 11,711 (10.7) 72.9a

680 disease combinations expected (random combinations) dm,hyper, ostarth 10,563 (9.7) 65.8a

51 disease combinations that occur more often than expected
(i.e. ratio >3)

dm,hyper, anxiety 4247 (3.9) 26.5a

coron, hyper,ostarth 4227 (3.9) 26.3a

coron,dm,hyper 2769 (2.5) 17.2a

asthma, ostarth,anxiety 2388 (2.2) 14.9a

asthma, hyper,ostarth 2345 (2.1) 14.6a

hyper, ostarth,renal 2334 (2.1) 14.5a

dm,hyper, renal 2231 (2.0) 13.9a

hyper, ostarth,osteopor 2205 (2.0) 13.7a

4 1541 observed disease combinations dm, hyper, ostarth,anxiety 5365 (6.3) 150.1a

2380 disease combinations expected (random combinations) coron,dm,hyper, ostarth 2747 (3.2) 76.8a

155 disease combinations that occur more often than expected
(i.e. ratio >3)

coron, hyper,ostarth, anxiety 2175 (2.6) 60.8a

asthma, hyper,ostarth, anxiety 2055 (2.4) 57.5a

dm,hyper, ostarth,renal 1904 (2.2) 53.3a

hyper, ostarth,osteopor, anxiety 1632 (1.9) 45.7a

asthma,dm,hyper, ostarth 1480 (1.7) 41.4a

arryth, hyper,ostarth, anxiety 1256 (1.5) 35.1a

hyper, ostarth,renal, anxiety 1108 (1.3) 31.0a

arryth, coron,hyper, ostarth 1101 (1.3) 30.8a

aOccurred more often than expected by chance (ratio >3).
Abbreviations: Hypertension (hyper); Cardiac Arrhythmia (arryth); Coronary syndrome (coron); Diabetes Mellitus (dm); Osteo-arthritis (ostarth); Osteo-
porosis (osteopor); (Other) Mental health condition (othermen); renal disease (renal).
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Table 4. Top 10 Observed Disease Combinations by Sex and Multimorbidity Level, Among Patients with Cancer.

Females Males

Multimorbidity
level

Top 10 disease combinations
within level (N; %) Multimorbidity level Top 10 Disease Combinations within level (N; %)

1 N = 48,990 Hyper (13,749; 28.1)a 1 N = 48,488 Hyper
(16,715; 34.5)a

17 observed disease
combinations

Anxiety (13,038; 26.6)a 17 observed disease
combinations

Ostarth (10,703; 22.1)a

3 disease combinations that
occur more often than
expected (i.e. ratio >3)

Ostarth (10,619; 21.7)a 2 disease combinations that
occur more often than
expected (i.e. ratio >3)

Anxiety (6545; 13.5)

dm (2524; 5.2) dm (3891; 8)
Asthma (2271; 4.6) copd (2227; 4.6)
Osteopor (1925; 3.9) Asthma (1820; 3.8)
copd (1018; 2.1) Renal (1373; 2.8)
Renal (694; 1.4) Coron (1092; 2.3)
Arryth (597; 1.2) Othermen (1056; 2.2)
Othermen (519; 1.1) Arryth (899; 1.9)

2 N = 59,529 hyper, ostarth
(10,544; 17.7)a

2 N = 58,781 hyper, ostarth
(11,472; 19.5)a

133 observed disease
combinations

ostarth, anxiety
(8840; 14.8)a

131 observed disease
combinations

dm, hyper (7905; 13.4)a

9 disease combinations that
occur more often than
expected (i.e. ratio >3)

hyper, anxiety
(6196; 10.4)a

8 disease combinations that
occur more often than
expected (i.e. ratio >3)

hyper, anxiety
(4573; 7.8)a

dm, hyper (5501; 9.2)a ostarth, anxiety
(4333; 7.4)a

asthma, anxiety
(1946; 3.3)a

coron, hyper (3136; 5.3)a

ostarth, osteopor
(1658; 2.8)a

dm, ostarth (2058; 3.5)a

hyper, osteopor
(1611; 2.7)a

hyper, renal (1816; 3.1)a

dm, ostarth (1457; 2.4)a copd, hyper (1710; 2.9)a

asthma, ostarth
(1370; 2.3)a

arryth, hyper (1287; 2.2)

asthma, hyper (1220; 2) asthma, hyper
(1011; 1.7)

3 N = 54,131 hyper, ostarth, anxiety
(7123; 13.2)a

3 N = 58,781 dm,hyper, ostarth
(5712; 10.4)a

539 observed disease
combinations

dm,hyper, ostarth
(4851; 9)a

555 observed disease
combinations

hyper, ostarth, anxiety
(4588; 8.3)a

47 disease combinations that
occur more often than
expected (i.e. ratio >3)

dm,hyper, anxiety
(2222; 4.1)a

48 disease combinations that
occur more often than
expected (i.e. ratio >3)

coron, hyper, ostarth
(2856; 5.2)a

hyper, ostarth, osteopor
(1880; 3.5)a

coron,dm, hyper
(2123; 3.9)a

asthma, ostarth, anxiety
(1828; 3.4)a

dm,hyper, anxiety
(2025; 3.7)a

ostarth, osteopor, anxiety
(1424; 2.6)a

dm,hyper, renal
(1492; 2.7)a

coron, hyper, ostarth
(1371; 2.5)a

hyper, ostarth, renal
(1415; 2.6)a

asthma, hyper, ostarth
(1362; 2.5)a

arryth, hyper, ostarth
(1257; 2.3)a

(continued)
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Similar to previous research,33-35 and further reinforcing
the importance of considering disease clusters in health-
system, and personalized care, we found that patients
within different disease clusters used healthcare services
differently and had differing healthcare outcomes including
emergency and hospital admissions. Our observations were
robust against the number of clusters or clustering approaches
that we employed. For example, we showed that people with
cancer and asthma, CHF, COPD, diabetes, hypertension,
osteoarthritis, or anxiety were likely to have more PC visits
and hospital admissions across age groups. Perhaps surpris-
ingly, ED visits were generally lower among older adults
(>65) than younger people. One possibility is that older adults
have more advanced care planning including strategies to
avoid rehospitalization. A related possibility, however, is
that young people have less primary care support, including
less access overall and/or fewer established relationships
with primary care providers. Future research is needed to
explore the range of factors contributing to lower ED use in
older adults. Information about trends in health services
utilization and outcomes are extremely important for health

system factors such as estimating care needs, cost of care,
and the types of supports and services to provide patients
with the most appropriate (ie, lowest restrictive level of)
care possible. For instance, our data suggests that younger
patients may benefit from additional community supports
(eg, nurse visits) to reduce hospital admissions. More re-
search is needed to empirically investigate the specific
kinds of supports and services that would best meet the
wants and needs of patients within specific cancer multi-
morbidity groups.

While our study does not suggest the specific ways in
which care protocols and pathways should be enhanced for
individual disease clusters or groups, the general existence of
robust disease clusters has numerous implications for how
future care might be conceived, managed, coordinated, and
delivered. For example, cancer clinics may begin to routinely
screen for highly comorbid conditions (anxiety, diabetes
mellitus, hypertension, and osteoarthritis) at the start of care
and include case management, scheduled communications
between primary care and other healthcare providers (in-
cluding mental health), to ensure that care for non-cancer

Table 4. (continued)

Females Males

Multimorbidity
level

Top 10 disease combinations
within level (N; %) Multimorbidity level Top 10 Disease Combinations within level (N; %)

dm,ostarth, anxiety
(1121; 2.1)a

copd, hyper, ostarth
(1041; 1.9)a

hyper, ostarth, renal
(919; 1.7)a

asthma, hyper, ostarth
(983; 1.8)a

4 N = 41,574 dm,hyper, ostarth,
anxiety (3095; 7.4)a

4 N = 43,503 dm,hyper, ostarth,
anxiety (2270; 5.2)a

1281 observed disease
combinations

asthma, hyper,ostarth,
anxiety (1467; 3.5)a

1311 observed disease
combinations

coron,dm,hyper, ostarth
(1926; 4.4)a

164 disease combinations that
occur more often than
expected (i.e. ratio >3)

hyper, ostarth,osteopor,
anxiety (1454; 3.5)a

144 disease combinations that
occur more often than
expected (i.e. ratio >3)

coron, hyper,ostarth,
anxiety (1211; 2.8)a

coron, hyper,ostarth,
anxiety (964; 2.3)a

dm,hyper, ostarth, renal
(1161; 2.7)a

asthma,dm,hyper, ostarth
(875; 2.1)a

arryth, coron,hyper,
ostarth (742; 1.7)a

coron,dm,hyper, ostarth
(821; 2)a

asthma,dm,hyper,
ostarth (605; 1.4)a

dm,hyper, ostarth, renal
(743; 1.8)a

copd,dm,hyper, ostarth
(599; 1.4)a

arryth, hyper,ostarth,
anxiety (704; 1.7)a

coron,dm,hyper, anxiety
(590; 1.4)a

copd, hyper,ostarth,
anxiety (622; 1.5)a

asthma, hyper,ostarth,
anxiety (588; 1.4)a

hyper, ostarth,renal,
anxiety (580; 1.4)a

ami,coron, hyper,
ostarth (583; 1.3)a

aOccurred more often than expected by chance (ratio >3).
Abbreviations: Hypertension (hyper); Cardiac Arrhythmia (arryth); Coronary syndrome (coron); Diabetes Mellitus (dm); Osteo-arthritis (ostarth); Osteo-
porosis (osteopor); (Other) Mental health condition (othermen); renal disease (renal).
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Table 5. Description of Disease Clusters Based on Partitive (K-Means) Method with 61 Clusters (n = 549,248).

Cluster
#**

Cluster composition

N (highest
to lowest) %

Distance to
cluster seed

100% (i e all cluster’s
members exhibit These
conditions)

75% (i e 75% to <100% of
cluster’s members exhibit

conditions)

25% (i e 25% to <75% of
cluster’s members exhibit

conditions)

58 Anxiety Ostarth 45,616 8.3 .67
5 Hyper 43,851 8.0 .41
20 Ostarth 34,070 6.2 .49
11 hyper, anxiety Ostarth 30,666 5.6 .67
48 hyper, ostarth 29,176 5.3 .34
53 dm,hyper 26,723 4.9 .61
32 dm,ostarth Hyper 21,049 3.8 .63
55 Asthma 17,860 3.3 .99
2 dm,ostarth, anxiety Hyper 12,389 2.3 .71
13 dm 11,877 2.2 .59
46 Coron Hyper Anxiety 11,596 2.1 .83
1 coron, ostarth Hyper 11,552 2.1 .80
43 ostarth, renal Hyper dm 11,126 2.0 .90
12 copd 10,868 2.0 .86
49 Hyper asthma, copd 9957 1.8 .91
7 asthma, anxiety Ostarth Hyper 9666 1.8 .90
22 arryth, hyper Ostarth Coron 8650 1.6 .96
24 coron,dm Hyper 8267 1.5 .87
31 Othermen Anxiety 8088 1.5 .91
16 chf,coron, hyper copd 7623 1.4 1.11
41 coron, ostarth,anxiety Hyper 6960 1.3 .88
14 chf,ostarth Hyper arryth, renal 6781 1.2 1.07
59 hyper, ostarth copd, osteopor 6739 1.2 .91
6 asthma,dm Hyper Ostarth 6707 1.2 .93
10 coron,dm,anxiety Hyper Ostarth 6635 1.2 .99
34 hyper, anxiety dementia, ostarth,stroke 6490 1.2 1.14
21 chf,coron,dm Hyper arryth, ostarth,renal 5853 1.1 1.02
47 asthma, coron Hyper copd, ostarth 5761 1.0 1.22
39 arryth,chf,hyper coron, renal 5717 1.0 1.11
60 Dementia Hyper dm 5640 1.0 .97
23 chf,dm,hyper, renal copd, ostarth 5544 1.0 1.16
38 renal, anxiety Hyper dm 5483 1.0 1.04
54 asthma,dm,anxiety hyper, ostarth 5264 1.0 .94
9 asthma, copd,ostarth Hyper dm 4950 0.9 1.01
57 Anxiety arryth, hyper,ostarth chf 4696 0.9 1.01
18 ostarth, anxiety chf,coron,dm,hyper arryth, renal 4651 0.8 1.20
27 ami chf,coron,dm,hyper arryth, copd,ostarth, renal 4583 0.8 1.22
25 copd, anxiety Ostarth Hyper 4182 0.8 .93
42 arryth, copd Hyper chf,coron,dm 4151 0.8 1.17
35 Arryth Ostarth Anxiety 4148 0.8 .98
50 dm,hyper, ostarth,anxiety renal, stroke 4141 0.8 1.14
45 chf,coron, anxiety hyper, ostarth Arryth 4015 0.7 1.16
37 asthma, copd arryth,chf,hyper coron,dm,ostarth, renal 3860 0.7 1.30
8 hyper, ostarth,anxiety,

othermen
Mood 3854 0.7 1.12

36 dm arryth,chf,hyper ostarth, renal,stroke 3845 0.7 1.17
19 Anxiety chf,coron, hyper arryth,dm,renal 3816 0.7 1.24

(continued)
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conditions can be integrated (or at least continue in parallel)
with cancer care, in a way that is acceptable to and sustainable
for patients and their families. Similarly, if CHF and renal
failure are common emergent conditions following cancer
diagnosis and care, care protocols may also include patient
education about signs and symptoms and/or systematic
communications to follow-up (ie, primary care) providers to
monitor problems that are objectively and statistically likely to
occur. Other chronic health conditions that were likely to co-
occur might also be flagged for screening or monitoring
among certain populations where the general risk for certain
chronic conditions remains high (eg, COPD among people
with lung cancer). Also, existing Healthcare Information
Technology (HIT) functionalities such as dashboards, patient
relationship managers, event alerts, referral tracking, and care
plans (eg,36) could be used to facilitate such changes in
cluster-informed care. While these kinds of prompts and
reminders are not at all novel, they remain important since
cancer diagnosis and care often supersedes care for other
conditions37 - even when the risk of morbidity and mortality
from non-cancer conditions often remains high.9,17,38 An
important next step in improving services for people with
cancer multimorbidity is to bring together experts in the
specific cancer and chronic disease types represented in clusters,
plus experts in integrated and coordinated care, to create

effective and efficient protocols for improving complex cancer
care, including medication reconciliation, symptoms moni-
toring, self-advocacy and self-care. Since cancer treatments
including surgery, radiation and chemotherapy can lead to
chronic illnesses such as lymphedema, osteoporosis,39 cardiac
problems, as well as secondary cancers,40,41 future research
should better assess treatment sequelae and resulting chronic
conditions, to inform better care management and improve
health for cancer survivors.

Strengths and Limitations

Overall, this study has several notable strengths including the size,
representativeness of the population, and 10+ years follow-up
period. Additional strengths of the study include our use of two
different and complementary approaches to identifying disease
clusters, both of which produced similar findings and validated the
importance of considering cancer disease clusters in future work.
Compared to other studies, we included all documented cancer
types and multiple chronic conditions, enabling broader and
deeper exploration of the concept of disease clusters in a pop-
ulation with cancer. Our focus on disease clusters also is an
important step towards normalizing and integrating patient-
centered care practices into healthcare systems that have tradi-
tionally been single-disease focused and siloed.

Table 5. (continued)

Cluster
#**

Cluster composition

N (highest
to lowest) %

Distance to
cluster seed

100% (i e all cluster’s
members exhibit These
conditions)

75% (i e 75% to <100% of
cluster’s members exhibit

conditions)

25% (i e 25% to <75% of
cluster’s members exhibit

conditions)

17 asthma,chf,copd,
coron,dm,hyper,
ostarth,anxiety

3574 0.7 1.29

40 Coron dm,hyper, ostarth,renal chf,stroke 3529 0.6 1.04
33 asthma, coron,anxiety Hyper dm,ostarth 3401 0.6 1.15
29 Dementia chf,coron, hyper arryth,dm,ostarth, renal,stroke 3260 0.6 1.38
56 copd,dm,hyper, anxiety asthma, othermen 3249 0.6 1.22
15 arryth, coron,ostarth chf,hyper copd, renal 3197 0.6 .96
3 Anxiety chf,copd, hyper arryth, asthma,ostarth 3185 0.6 1.28
61 copd hyper, ostarth,anxiety coron, othermen 3159 0.6 1.24
4 copd,dm,ostarth arryth, hyper chf,coron 2964 0.5 1.16
26 copd, stroke Hyper coron,dm,ostarth 2947 0.5 1.25
30 arryth,chf,copd, coron,hyper,

renal,anxiety
asthma,dm,ostarth 2677 0.5 1.36

52 copd,dm 2607 0.5 1.03
44 Asthma anxiety, othermen copd, ostarth,mood 2584 0.5 1.16
51 asthma, renal copd, hyper,anxiety chf,dm,ostarth 2013 0.4 1.35
28 chf,dementia, hyper,anxiety,

othermen
arryth, copd,coron,dm,ostarth,
renal,mood

1766 0.3 1.67

Abbreviations: Hypertension (hyper); Cardiac Arrhythmia (arryth); Coronary syndrome (coron); Diabetes Mellitus (dm); Osteo-arthritis (ostarth);
Osteoporosis (osteopor); (Other) Mental health condition (othermen); renal disease (renal) ** Cluster # automatically assigned by software, based on their
emergence through the statistical steps. However, we have presented the clusters in the table according to their size (most populous first), column N
(highest to lowest).
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Figure 1. Health services utilization among the top 5 observed combinations, by multimorbidity level and age group. (a) Primary care visits,
Age group 18-44. (b) Hospitalization and emergency department visits, Age group 18-44. (c) Primary care visits, Age group 45-64. (d)
Hospitalization and emergency department visits, Age group 45-64 (e) Primary care visits, Age group 65 +. (f) Hospitalization and emergency
department visits, Age group 65+. Note: Hypertension (hyper); Cardiac Arrhythmia (arryth); Coronary syndrome (coron); Diabetes Mellitus
(dm); Osteo-arthritis (ostarth); Osteoporosis (osteopor); renal disease (renal)
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While this study is the first to systematically identify cancer
multimorbidity clusters in a large population-level data set
spanning more than 15 years, we recognize several limitations of
our design. First, our results identified many more clusters than
might be addressed with specific disease protocols. However,
strategies to address some of the largest and more common than

expected clusters, with the highest healthcare utilization and worst
outcomes, could be targets for interventions with the possibility of
greatly improving care and related outcomes. In any case, though
top observed combinations can be informative, they remain nu-
merous and future studies are needed to identify the highest
priority clusters as well as the most feasible, highest yield

Figure 2. Patients’ health service use by 61 partitive (k-means) clusters, and age groups.
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interventions for trial, cluster-based health system reform. A re-
lated issue was operationalizing cancer complexity since cancer
remission is possible and may have occurred for some individuals
within the study timeframe. Although the majority (76%) of the
entire cohort had a chronic condition diagnosed within 5 years
either before or after cancer occurrence, our analyses have
potential to overestimate of the degree of overlap between
cancer and other chronic diseases and hence the presence and
extent of cancer complexity. At the same time, since cancer is a
chronic, relapsing condition, although someone may be in
remission, they still carry the designation of being a cancer
survivor and such experience is likely taken into consideration
in clinical decision making and personal experience. As such,
we thought it prudent to overestimate (ie, include all instances
of cancer and not remove individuals from analyses due to
potential remission) than to underestimate its role in this research.
Indeed, multimorbidity complicates and has the potential to
worsen patients’ health status and quality of care. Examples of
this include neglecting care for pre-existing conditions and/or
failure to recognize and adequately treat new ones.

We also recognize that other methodological approaches to
identifying clusters in population data may be useful. While
partitive clustering helped to create key groupings with es-
sential conditions co-occurring with cancer and while this
approach is most appropriate given the sample size and
number of conditions, it is limited by the need to choose a
predefined number of clusters k42. While not reported here, we
tried different k’s suggested by a hierarchal clustering analysis
with annual data and selected the most performant k to per-
form the partitive clustering.

Finally, the study presents a limited potential for selection
bias since it is a population-based cohort. However, possible
misclassification regarding multimorbidity should be con-
sidered because we are using a limited (but large) number of
conditions. Nevertheless, these conditions have been largely
used and proven to provide a reasonable picture of multi-
morbidity in the study population.1,2 The use of administrative
data is also susceptible to information bias; however, the
universal coverage in the province and very long follow-up
period contribute to minimizing this bias. Despite using
validated algorithms to operationalize the 17 chronic condi-
tions, other relevant conditions may be missing and some of
the conditions may not be adequately represented in the data,
including risks of under- or over-diagnosis of co-occurring
conditions in people with cancer.43,44 Nonetheless, the find-
ings from this study may be applicable to similar settings with
universal coverage and comparable access to care. However,
given the selected conditions and differential needs and access
to health services for certain population groups, further, more
specific explorations are necessary.

Implications and Conclusions

People with cancer are overwhelmingly likely to have other
chronic health conditions, including those that are present

before cancer diagnosis, and those that develop after cancer.
Data from this study showed that certain types of cancer are
likely to systematically co-occur with other chronic health
conditions and that overall conditions such as hypertension,
osteoarthritis and anxiety are likely to co-occur with cancer
overall. Data also showed that people with different clusters
of diseases are at differential risk for increased health burden,
with the highest numbers of PC visits or HA per person-year
in any age group occurring among people with all of asthma,
CHF, COPD, diabetes, hypertension, osteoarthritis, and
anxiety. Overall, our findings reinforce the fact that multi-
morbidity complicates and has the potential to worsen pa-
tients’ health status and quality of care, including neglecting
care for pre-existing conditions and/or failure to recognize
and adequately treat new ones and iatrogenic effects of
treatment on chronic conditions or secondary cancers.39-41

Researchers, clinicians, policymakers and other stakeholders
can use the clustering information presented here to begin to
improve the healthcare system for people with cancer
multimorbidity. Cluster-informed actions and strategies can
be privileged to resolve conflicting or redundant recom-
mendations in clinical treatment guidelines, create consul-
ting and referral relationships with specialists skilled in
treating clustered conditions, define roles and responsibilities
for managing shared care tasks, create connections to
complementary services, and define other elements of a
comprehensive care plan that patients and caregivers can
review, approve, or modify to meet their individual needs
towards patient-centered care.

Abbreviations

AMI Acute Myocardial Infarction
CCC Cubic Clustering Criterion
CHF Congestive Heart Failure
COPD Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
DAD Discharge Abstract Database
ED Emergency Department
HA Hospital Admissions
HIT Healthcare Information Technology
HSU Health Services Utilization
OHIP Ontario Health Insurance Plan
PC Primary Care
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